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The Central City Safer Speeds project is part of the Let’s Get 

Wellington Moving (LGWM) early delivery programme. The priorities 

for the early delivery programme are making travel by bus to and 

through the central city faster and more reliable, and creating a better 

environment for people walking and on bikes 

Setting safer speed limits in the central city is an important first step. It 

will help create a more pleasant, liveable central city, and make a start 

on moving more people with fewer vehicles by encouraging more 

people to walk and bike instead of using private vehicles. 

Following on from the initial engagement in late 2019, on 24 February 

Let’s Get Wellington Moving opened consultation on the proposal to 

lower central city speed limits in Wellington. The consultation period 

closed on 31 March, giving people and organisations 37 days to provide 

their thoughts. 

Feedback was sought on reducing speed limits on all central city 

streets to 30km/h with the exception of the main roads (Waterloo 

Quay, Customhouse Quay, Jervois Quay, Cable Street, Wakefield Street, 

Kent Terrace, Cambridge Terrace, Vivian Street, Karo Drive and 

Taranaki Street) which were proposed to remain at 50 km/h. 

There were 1712 submissions that included 24 from stakeholder groups. 

Sixty-four percent of submissions supported the proposal (52 percent 

strongly supported) and 34 percent opposed the proposal (25 percent 

strongly opposed). 

Submitters saw the proposal as favourable to people walking and 

riding bikes, for people with mobility issues and for people who work 

and live in the area. While the impact for people who own or operate 

businesses, use public transport or drive a vehicle was seen as less 

favourable, the neutral and positive submissions still outnumbered 

those against the proposal. 

The main reasons people disagreed with the proposal were concerns 

that lower speeds would add to traffic congestion, and the belief that 

people already drive at 30km/h because of congestion. Fifty-two 

percent of those who disagreed with the proposal did not want any 

change to the speed limit. 

Of the submitters who suggested changes to the proposal, 53 percent 

of this feedback suggested changes to specific streets. When viewed 

in isolation the street-specific results could be persuasive but need to 

be seen in relation to the overall support for the proposal. Taranaki 

Street was clearly the most frequently mentioned street with 132 

specific mentions, 92 percent of which wanted it to be changed to 

30km/h. After that Vivian Street (55 specific mentions), Kent/

Cambridge Terraces (55 specific mentions) and the Quays (52 specific 

mentions) were the next most frequently mentioned streets. In all 

these circumstances the majority of submitters wanted them to be 

included as a street in the 30km/h proposal. 

The consultation will help inform Wellington City Councillors’ decision 

on the speed limit proposal. 
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Overall response 
How many submissions did we get? 
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We received 

1712  

complete submissions from 
individuals and organisations.

We removed 17 duplicate 
submissions from the data. How feedback was received 

n=1712

Proportion of feedback from individuals and organisations 

n=1712

99%

1%

1712 complete submissions in total

as an individual (1688)

on behalf of an organisation (24)

2%

98%

By email (26)

Through the online survey (1686)
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Overall response 
Volume of responses over time (daily) 
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Consultation opens—Letters delivered

Advertising begins

COVID alert level 2 

1,366 submissions

COVID alert level 3

COVID alert level 4 Consultation closes

31 March 202024 February 2020

The average response volume to the 
consultation was most likely affected by 
the escalation of the COVID-19 situation, 
but we still received a spike in 
submissions before the consultation 
ended. Levels of support were 
consistent throughout the consultation.

62% 
support or 
strongly 
support

64% 
support or 
strongly 
support

64% 
support or 
strongly 
support

63% 
support or 
strongly 
support

64% 
support or 
strongly 
support

Cumulative levels of 
support week by week:
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Proposal feedback 
All responses
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Of all submissions that answered the 
question "Do you support the 
proposal as shown which will lower 
the speed limit to 30km/h on the 
proposed streets?” 64% supported 
or strongly supported the proposal. 

34% were opposed or strongly 
opposed, and 2% of submissions 
were neutral.

52%

12%

2%

9%

25%

Support of proposal - all responses

Strongly support (885)

Support (203)

Neutral (42)

Oppose (147)

Strongly oppose (425)

Don't know (1)

n=1703 

Do you support the proposal as shown which will lower 
the speed limit to 30km/h on the proposed streets?
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Impact of the proposal 
On different groups
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Impacts of the proposal on different groups

Don't know Very negatively Negatively Neutral Positively Very positively

Most submitters thought the 
proposal would have a positive 
or very positive impact on 
people walking, people riding 
bikes, people with mobility 
issues, those living in the area, 
and those working in the area. 

There was mixed feedback on 
how people thought the 
proposal would impact public 
transport or people managing/
owning a business, and 
submitters tended to think the 
proposal would have more of a 
neutral or negative effect on 
people driving vehicles/riding 
motorbikes. 

n=1673 n=1671 n=1671 n=1669 n=1669 n=1667 n=1674 n=1671

People 
walking 

People 
riding 
bikes 

People 
with 

mobility 
issues 

People 
living in 
the area 

People 
working in 
the area 

People 
managing 
or owning 
a business 
in the area 

People 
using 
public 

transport 

People 
driving 

vehicles/
riding 

motorbikes 
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8%
21% 5%

23%

1%5%
6%

20%
80%

25%

When you're in the central city
area, how do you usually move

around the streets?

 How do you usually travel to get
to the central city?

walk
public transport (bus or train)
Other (please specify)
motorbike or motor scooter
e-scooter, skateboard, etc
car
bicycle

Mode of transport 
To the central city and while in 
the central city 
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Submitters’ mode of travel to 
the central city was quite 
evenly split between walking, 
public transport, car, and 
bicycle.  

However, the overwhelming 
majority said walking was 
their usual mode of travel 
around the central city area.

Mode of transport - to central city and while in central city 

n=1543 n=1541 
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car
bicycle
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Overall impact of the proposal 
By usual mode of travel to central city
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People who used active 
modes thought the proposal 
would have a more positive 
effect overall. 

People who used their car 
or motorbike/motor scooter 
thought the proposal would 
have a more negative effect 
overall.

1% 1% 0% 1% 2%
9% 10% 14% 14%

28%
24%9%
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bicycle walk public
transport
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motor
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Chart Title

Don't know Very negative Negative Neutral Positive Very positive

n=319 n=387 n=310 n=7 n=91 n=347 n=74 
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46%

25%

15%

8%

3%
3%

Total

I work in the area

I live in the area

I visit the area occasionally (such
as to shop or visit friends)
I travel through the area to get to
somewhere else
Other

I own or manage a business in the
area
I never go to the central city

Proposal feedback 
By relationship to the central city
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42

285

85

3

13

79

52

4

25

13

6

114

79

48

507

307

10

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200

Prefer not to say

Male

Female

Gender diverse/ non-
binary

Support of proposal - by gender

Don't know Strongly oppose Oppose Neutral Support Strongly support

Proposal feedback - 
Support by relationship to central city 

n=1190 

Of people who worked in the 
area, 67% were supportive or 
very supportive. Of people who 
lived in the area, 64% were 
supportive or very supportive. 

Relationship to central city 
n=1682 

n=769 n=421 n=242 n=141 n=53 n=55 
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Chart Title
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I own or manage a business in the
area (53)
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Proposal feedback 
By suburb - inside Wellington City vs outside Wellington City
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Of people who said they lived in 
a Wellington City suburb, 67% 
were supportive or very 
supportive of the proposal. 

Of people who said they lived in 
a suburb outside of Wellington 
City, 54% were supportive or 
very supportive of the proposal. 
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Proposal feedback 
By age
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Feedback was similar across 
the age groups (an average of 
66% were supportive or very 
supportive in each age group).   
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Proposal feedback 
By gender
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61% of male submitters were 
supportive or very supportive, 
and 72% of female submitters 
were supportive or very 
supportive of the proposal. 
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Gender balance - submitters 
n=1673
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Proposal feedback 
By whether they lived with a 
disability or accessibility issues
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Feedback was similar for 
those who said they lived 
with a disability or 
accessibility issues (62% 
of this group said support 
or strongly support), and 
those who did not (65% of 
this group said support or 
strongly support).  

Proposal feedback - by proportion 
n=1676

92%

3%5%

Do you live with a disability or accessibility 
issues?

No (1537)

Prefer not to say (60)

Yes (79)

Do you live with a disability or 
accessibility issues? 

n=1676 

92%

3%5%

Do you live with a disability or accessibility 
issues?

No (1537)

Prefer not to say (60)

Yes (79)

Yes - I live with 
a disability or 
accessibility 

issues  

No - I don’t live 
with a disability 
or accessibility 

issues 

n=1537 n=79 n=60 
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Changes to proposal 
All submitters - 1712
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38%

62%

Chart Title

People who made a comment
about a change to the
proposal (658)

People who didn't make a
comment about a change to
the proposal (1054)

62% of submitters did not make a 
comment about changing 
anything about the proposal. 

38% of submitters made a 
comment about changing 
something about the proposal. 

Changes to proposal 
n=1712
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Please detail any changes you 
would make to the proposal:  
Comments from supportive, very 
supportive, neutral, or don’t know 
submitters - 476 people
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51-100 
mentions

26-50 mentions

Less than 25 mentions

101+
mentions

Make more 
streets 30km

Improve safety 
of active modes

Keep more 
streets at 

50km

Ban private 
vehicles from 

the area

Prioritise 
active 
modes

Consistent 
speed limits

Consider 
conflict of 
different 
modes

Enforce the 
lower speeds

Other road 
changes

Other

Make some 
streets 40km

Make some 
streets lower 
than 30km

Consider 
school 
safety

More traffic 
calming 

infrastructure 
needed

Consider 
variable speed 

limits

Will reduce 
dangerous 

driving

Support main 
thoroughfares 

for cars

Prioritise 
public 

transport

Remove 
parking

Will improve 
vibrancy

Consider 
accessibility 

issues

Increase 
parking

Regulate 
bikes and 
scooters

Protected bike 
lanes needed

Make it better 
for pedestrians

general comments 
about the proposal

3% of comment 
themes  were 

Q: Please detail any changes you would make to the 
proposal:

in scope changes related 
to the proposal

50% of comment themes  
were about 

further recommendations 
for the proposal

43% of comment themes 
were about 

other

4% of comment themes  
were about 

The most common single theme to be 
mentioned in this group was around 
making more streets 30km, with 262 
people mentioning this theme in their 
comment. 

Note that comments can mention more than one theme. 

See page 36 for 
theme name glossary 
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Why do you oppose the proposal? 
From those submitters who chose oppose or 
strongly oppose - 572
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52% of those who opposed the 
proposal said it was because 
they didn’t want any changes to 
the speed limits at all.  

33% said it was because they 
wanted more streets to stay at 
50km/h.

52%

33%

1%

14%

Chart Title

I don't want any changes
to the speed limits (297)

I want more streets to
stay at 50km/h (187)

I want more streets to be
made 30km/h (8)

Other (80)

Why do you oppose the proposal?
n=572
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The most common single theme to be 
mentioned in this group was concern 
the proposal would cause increased 
traffic congestion, with 47 people 
mentioning this theme in their comment. 

Note that comments can mention more than one theme. 

See page 37 for 
theme name glossary 

Why do you oppose 
the proposal? 
Comments from submitters 
who chose oppose or strongly 
oppose - 182 people



Street-specific changes suggested 
by submitters
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Frequently 
mentioned streets 
All submitters
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132
55
55

52
47

32
19
18
18

16
16
15

11
11
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Taranaki
Vivian

Kent/Cambridge
Quays

Terrace
Victoria

Willis
Oriental Bay

Other inner city suburbs
Lambton Quay

Molesworth
Featherston

Whitmore/Bowen
Cuba

Streets or areas mentioned more than 10 times

53% of submitters who suggested a 
change to the proposal mentioned a 
specific street or streets, and some of 
these streets were mentioned 
frequently.  

The top six streets or areas 
mentioned were Taranaki Street, 
Vivian Street, Kent Terrace, 
Cambridge Terraces, The Waterfront 
Quays (Cable Street, Wakefield 
Street, Jervois Quay, Waterloo Quay), 
The Terrace, and Victoria Street. 
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Of people who mentioned 
making any changes to Taranaki 
Street (132), 92% (122) said they 
wanted it to be made 30km. 

Taranaki Street 
132 (8%) of 1712 submitters talked about this street in their 
submission.

2

122

2

4

32

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Make this street lower than 30km

Make this street 30km

Make this street 40km

Keep this street at 50km

Other out of scope changes

Taranaki Street

“I think Taranaki street should 
be 30kph. It has a lot of 
pedestrian and cycle traffic”

“Use this opportunity to trial protected bike lanes 
on Taranaki Street, seeing it is super wide, already 
has very little car parking that would be affected, 
and will be staying at 50kms.”

Other out of scope changes included 
suggestions like building cycle lanes, improving 
pedestrian infrastructure, road surface upgrades, 
changing the flow of traffic etc.
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Of people who mentioned 
making any changes to Vivian 
Street (55), 92% (51) said they 
wanted it to be made 30km. 

Vivian Street 
55 (3%) of 1712 submitters talked about this street in their 
submission.

“The only change I would make is that I believe 
that Vivian street should revert to 30km/h.  I 
do understand it is part of SH1.  However it is 
narrow, and heavily used by foot traffic.”

“Having multiple traffic lights 
along the waterfront and down 
Vivian St for pedestrian 
purposes isn't necessary”

Vivian Street

Other out of scope changes included 
suggestions like building cycle lanes, improving 
pedestrian infrastructure, road surface upgrades, 
changing the flow of traffic etc.
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Of people who mentioned 
making any changes to Kent 
and Cambridge Terraces (55), 
94% (52) said they wanted 
these streets to be made 30km. 

Kent and Cambridge Terraces 
55 (3%) of 1712 submitters talked about these streets in 
their submission.
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52

3

17
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Make these streets lower than 30km

Make these streets 30km

Make these streets 40km

Other out of scope changes

Kent/CambridgeKent and Cambridge Terraces

“Add a cycle way 
Kent Terrace and 
Cambridge Terrace”

“Please extend the proposal 
to Taranaki St, the Quays, 
Kent and Cambridge Tce”

Other out of scope changes included 
suggestions like building cycle lanes, improving 
pedestrian infrastructure, road surface upgrades, 
changing the flow of traffic etc.
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The Waterfront Quays are 
Cable Street, Wakefield Street, 
Customhouse Quay, Jervois 
Quay, Waterloo Quay.  

The Waterfront Quays 
52 (3%) of 1712 submitters talked about these streets in 
their submission.

“Add Taranaki back in and ideally the 
waterfront quays”

“Include Taranaki St , Vivian St, Kent Terrace, Cambridge Terrace and the 
Waterfront Quays UNLESS separated cycle lanes are put in on these streets.  
Separated means physically separated, NOT paint :-)”

Waterfront Quays

Other out of scope changes included 
suggestions like building cycle lanes, 
improving pedestrian infrastructure, 
road surface upgrades, changing the 
flow of traffic etc.

Of people who mentioned 
making any changes to the 
Waterfront Quays (52), 90% 
(47) said they wanted these 
streets to be made 30km. 
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Of people who mentioned 
making any changes to The 
Terrace (47), 61% (29) said they 
wanted it to be made 30km. 

The Terrace 
47 (3%) of 1712 submitters talked about this street in 
their submission.

“Make 'The Terrace' one-way northbound between 
Salamanca Road and Bowen Street"

“The Terrace, I would 
keep at 50kmh"

“I would extend the 30kph streets 
to include the entirety of the 
Terrace”

Other out of scope changes included suggestions 
like building cycle lanes, improving pedestrian 
infrastructure, road surface upgrades, changing the 
flow of traffic etc.
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Of people who mentioned 
making any changes to Victoria 
St (32), 71% (23) said they 
wanted it to be kept at 50km. 

Victoria Street 
32 (2%) of 1712 submitters talked about this street in 
their submission.

“I think the overall concept is excellent. 
I would suggest keeping the part of 
Victoria St between Manners and 
Vivian at 50km. There has been a lot of 
work done recently to make this an 
arterial road”

Other out of scope changes included suggestions 
like building cycle lanes, improving pedestrian 
infrastructure, road surface upgrades, changing the 
flow of traffic etc.



General comments
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Would you like to make any 
other comments? 
All submitters - 687 comments

51-70 
mentions

31-50 mentions

Less than 30 mentions

71+
mentions

Q: Would you like to make any other comments?

Will improve 
safety of active 

modes

Will improve 
safety in 
general

General 
support for the 

proposal

Prioritise 
active 
modes

Protected bike 
lanes needed

Will improve 
vibrancy

Will be good for the 
environment

Enforce the lower 
speeds

More traffic 
calming 

infrastructure 
needed

Deprioritise 
cars in the 

CBD

Make more 
streets 30km

Make it better 
for pedestrians

Regulate bikes 
and scooters

Other road changes

Keep more areas 
at 50km

Build routes for cars 
around the city, not 

through it

Do more to 
improve safety

Remove parking

Consistent speed 
limits

Consider 
accessibility issues

Consider school 
safety

Consider variable 
speed limits

Increase parking Lower than 30km

Concern for 
increased 

congestion

People already 
drive 30km due 

to existing 
congestion

Prioritise 
public 

transport

General opposition 
to proposal

Nothing's wrong, no 
need for change

It will cause more 
jaywalking

Fix the sewage 
pipes instead

Educate road users 
instead

Support main 
thoroughfares for 

cars

Motorists will ignore 
new speeds

Make some 
streets 40km

Survey feedback
Other

general support for the 
proposal

27% of comment themes 
were about

general opposition to the 
proposal

25% of comment themes 
were about

in scope changes to the 
proposal

11% of comment themes 
were about

something else

1% of comment themes 
were about

out of scope changes to 
the proposal

36% of comment 
themes were about

The most common single theme to be 
mentioned in the final comments was 
“Will improve safety of active modes”, 
with 90 people mentioning this theme 
in their comment. 

Note that comments can mention more than one theme. 

See page 36 for 
theme name glossary 
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File uploads 
Some examples of files people uploaded
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There were 12 additional files uploaded by submitters. 
Below are some snapshots of additional material 
people uploaded in their response:
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Stakeholder group feedback summary 
Organisations or businesses that gave feedback
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We received feedback from the 
following 24 stakeholder groups:

Abletech L2 Company Ltd

Architectural Centre Living Streets Aotearoa

Bailey International Millions of Mothers

CCS Disability Action Wellington Mt Victoria Residents' Association

Centurion Computer Technology NZ Centre for Sustainable Cities

Connect Wellington PNP Cycling Club

Cycle Wellington Public Health Association Wellington

Cycling Action Network Inc. Starta Bread Kitchen & Shop

Doctors for Active, Safe Transport AA Wellington

Energy Architecture The Hannah Warehouse Body Corporate

Generation Zero WCC Environmental reference group

Kakapo Kids Early Childhood Centre Wellington City Bed and Breakfast Ltd

62%

25%

13%

Organisational support

Strongly support

Support

Strongly oppose

Of the 24 stakeholder groups 
who made a submission, 87% 
supported or strongly supported 
the proposal.
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Changes to proposal 
Stakeholder groups
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Of groups or businesses who supported or 
strongly supported the proposal (21), the 
changes most commonly mentioned were 
around extending the proposal to cover a 
wider area and/or more streets in the area. 

• Some groups mentioned specific streets 
they wanted to be made 30km— mainly 
mentioning Taranaki Street, Vivian Street, 
Kent and Cambridge terraces, and the 
waterfront quays. 

• Some groups also mentioned extending 
the 30km zone to other suburbs and 
residential areas in general.  

• One group that supported the proposal 
(AA Wellington) wanted several streets to 
be kept at 50km, namely The Terrace, 
Bowen Street, and Victoria Street.

Of groups or businesses who 
strongly opposed the proposal (3), 
they were opposed because they 
wanted more streets in general to be 
kept at 50km, or because they didn’t 
want any changes to the speed limits. 



Who responded 
Statistics about individual submitters
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Gender of individual submitters 
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There were about double the 
number of male submitters as 
there were female submitters, 
meaning women were 
underrepresented by about 20% in 
the submissions, compared to the 
gender balance of Wellington City.

52%48%

Wellington City gender balance 

Female Male

32%

1%
60%

7%

Gender balance

Female

Gender diverse/gender non-binary

Male

Prefer not to say

Source: 2013, StatsNZ

Gender balance - submitters 
n=1673

32%

1%
60%

7%

Gender balance

Female (536)

Gender diverse/gender non-binary (13)

Male (1011)

Prefer not to say (113)
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Age 
Age of individual submitters 
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The largest single age 
group was 30-39.  

The age of submitters 
skewed slightly older than 
the age of the general 
population of Wellington 
City. 

 
People aged under 18 have been 

omitted from the age 

comparison graph.

Source: 2013, StatsNZ

Age distribution - submitters vs Wellington City population 
n submitters=1642

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

19-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80+

Age distribution of submissions vs Wellington population

Wel lington age distribution

Submission age distribution
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19%

10%

4%

4%
4%

4%4%4%3%
3%

3%
2%

2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%

1%
6%

Outside of Wellington (316)
Te Aro  (169)
Mount Victoria  (74)
Karori  (71)
Newtown  (70)
Brooklyn  (68)
Island Bay  (63)
Thorndon  (59)
Mount Cook  (57)
Wellington Central  (48)
Kelburn  (42)
Aro Valley  (41)
Johnsonville  (41)
Hataitai  (40)
Wadestown  (40)
Miramar  (38)
Ngaio  (38)
Berhampore  (37)
Khandallah  (34)
Northland  (30)
Tawa  (28)
Churton Park  (27)
Oriental Bay  (26)
Newlands  (22)
Roseneath  (17)
Seatoun  (16)
Melrose  (13)
Kingston  (12)
Wilton  (11)
Strathmore Park  (11)
All other Wellington suburbs (102)

Suburb 
Where people are from 
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81% of submitters were from 
suburbs within Wellington 
City, but the largest single 
group of submitters were from 
places outside of Wellington 
City, e.g. Porirua or Hutt City. 

Submitter suburbs 
n=1661 
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The goal of the campaign was to drive awareness of the consultation period and 
drive responses via the official channels (web or physical mail). Targeting was at 
those living, working, and leisuring in and around the Safer Speed Zone.  

Overall, the Wellington City Council, Let’s Get Wellington Moving – Safer Speeds 
campaign reached 200,000+ people across a mix of digital and offline media, who 
saw an advert on average 6 times.  

Campaign performance is measured on a cost per ‘000 basis (CPM). Click through 
rates (CTR) and cost per clicks (CPC) cannot be measured against average 
channel benchmarks as the campaign was optimised for reach and awareness only.  

• Facebook and Instagram delivered cost effective geo-targeting. Our overall CPM 
for Facebook was $4.25. (Facebook industry average CPM = $8).  

• Digital Display delivered cost effective viewable impressions at an overall CPM 
of $4.33. (Display average CPM = $8).  

• Google Search ensured we were there for those looking for more information 
and possibly prompted by comms elsewhere (print & offline). This channel 
delivered a CTR of 1.13%. (Google Search CTR average = 1.5%).  

• In the first two weeks of the campaign, we had Shout street posters throughout 
the Safer Speeds zone. These provided strong on-theground presence to 
support digital comms.  

• We used print to ensure complete audience coverage, this included one ¼ page 
in the Dominion Post.
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Theme name explanations 
Explanation and clarification of comment theme names

Ban private cars from the area Requesting that no privately owned vehicles be allowed in an area/areas 

Build routes for cars around the city, 
not through it Expressing a need for routes/roads for cars that bypass the city centre

Concern for increased congestion People concerned that decreasing the speed limit will increase traffic congestion in the city

Consider accessibility issues Consider those with disability and accessibility needs in regards to these changes

Consider conflict of different modes Consider the problems caused by different modes of transport sharing an area/areas

Consider school safety Requesting increased safety precaution near school areas

Consider variable speed limits Consider variable speed limits which allow traffic to flow faster during off-peak hours

Consistent speed limits A request to keep speed limits simple and consistent to reduce confusion

Deprioritise cars in the CBD Advocating for less priority given to cars in the central business district in order to give more priority to other modes of transport

Do more to improve safety A request to do more in regards to the general safety of Wellingtonians on the road

Educate road users instead There should a focus on educating drivers and all other modes of transport to behave correctly instead

Enforce the lower speeds There needs to be enforcement of the new lower speed limits, not just a change in road signs

Fix the sewage pipes instead People concerned that the council should be focusing on fixing Wellington sewage pipes instead

General opposition to proposal Expressions of general opposition to the proposal , for example “Don’t do it” “Terrible idea”

General support for the proposal Expressions of general support of the proposal, for example “Do it” “Great idea”
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Theme names continued 
Explanation and clarification of comment theme names

Improve safety of active modes A sentiment of the improvement of active mode safety in regard to the proposed speed changes

Increase parking Requesting an increase in the amount of car parking

It will cause more jaywalking People concerned that slower speeds will encourage pedestrians to jaywalk and act dangerously near roads

It won't improve safety A general belief that this proposal will not make Wellington any safer

Keep more streets at 50km A request for a street or streets to remain at 50km

Make it better for pedestrians A request to make the streets safer and more pleasant for pedestrians

Make more streets 30km A request to extend the amount of streets at 30kmh. This includes both in the CBD and outside

Make some streets 40km A request for a street or streets to be set to 40kmh

Make some streets lower than 30km People advocating for a street or streets to be lowered below 30km

More enforcement of existing traffic 
laws instead A recommendation to focus on enforcing current road laws instead of making new ones

More traffic calming infrastructure 
needed A concern that traffic calming measures (eg, planter boxes, murals etc) are needed to make motorists adhere to the 30km

Motorists will ignore new speed limit A concern that motorists will ignore the new speed limits

Nothing's wrong, no need for change A general belief that there is nothing wrong with Wellington’s current layout or safety so there is no need for change

Other Comments which are unrelated or uncommon and not of significant volume
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Other road changes A request for other niche road changes (eg; Mt Victoria tunnel changes, road condition upgrades, making streets one way, etc)

People already drive 30km due to 
existing congestion

A belief that drivers are already travelling at 30km per hour due to the congestion. This thought was expressed by people both for and 
against the proposal.

People who use active modes are 
responsible for their own safety

A belief that drivers aren’t responsible for the safety of people walking or cycling, and safety problems for these groups are due to poor 
behaviour

Prioritise active modes Advocating for the prioritisation of active modes of travel

Prioritise public transport Advocating for the prioritisation of public transport (either as well as slower speeds, or instead of)

Protected bike lanes needed People concerned that separated bike lanes are needed on some or all streets (either as well as slower speeds, or instead of)

Regulate bikes and scooters The regulation of people's behaviour on bicycles and scooters is needed for the safety of cars and pedestrians

Remove parking Advocating for the removal of on street parking to make room for pedestrian areas, bike lanes or more traffic lanes

Support main thoroughfares for cars Support for the current vehicle thoroughfares in the city, as a necessity for efficient travel by car

Survey feedback Feedback on the format or intention of the survey

Will be good for the environment A belief that this proposal will have positive impacts on the environment

Will improve safety in general A belief that this proposal will increase the safety of all road users

Will improve safety of active modes A belief that this proposal will increase the safety of active modes

Will improve vibrancy A belief that this proposal will make the city more vibrant, pleasant, and a better place to live/work/visit

Will reduce dangerous driving A belief that this proposal will reduce the amount of dangerous driving

Theme names continued 
Explanation and clarification of comment theme names


